Stand for respect, dignity, and fair contracts.

Are you fed up with the university not recognizing the dignity of our labor?

UC has so far rejected our demands for:
- Raises that keep up with the cost of living
- Market-competitive salaries
- Protecting our pensions
- Affordable benefits

Like UPTE-CWA, our brothers and sisters in AFSCME and CNA have received insulting offers at the bargaining table with UC. Student services and IT professionals who aren’t yet represented face an even worse deal.

This solidarity action will show UC that our unions want fair wages, benefits and working conditions for all. If we allow the university to chip away at workers, everyone loses.

Let’s fight for the respect that we deserve.

Join our 50,000-strong coalition for an informational picket.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1

UCB: 12-1:30pm (Sproul) | UCI: 7:30-8:30am; 11:00am-2:30pm (MC Healing Garden), 11am-2:30pm (Campus Flagpole) | UCD: 11am-1:30pm (MC), 3-4:30pm (Campus ARC) | UCLA Campus: 10:30am-12:30pm (Hill), 4:15-5pm (Murphy), 4:15pm (Flagpoles) | UCLA MC: 11am-3pm (RRMC), 11am-3pm (SMH) | UCM: 12-1:30pm (Kolligian Library) | UCR: 11am-1pm; 2-4:30pm (Bell Tower) | UCSC: 12-1:30pm (Cowell Dining Main Entrance) | UCSB: 8am & 12pm (Arbor) | UCSD: 11am-1:30pm (Hillcrest), 11am-1:30pm (Thornton), 9am (Campus Library Walk), 12pm (Muir College) | UCSF: 11am-1pm (Parnassus Med Sci Bldg), 11:30am-1pm (Mission Bay 16th & 4th St.)
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